Introduction
The notion of commutative monad was denned by the author in [4] . The content of the present paper may briefly be stated: The category of algebras for a commutative monad can in a canonical way be made into a closed category, the two adjoint functors connecting the category of algebras with the base category are in a canonical way closed functors, and the front-and end-adjunctions are closed transformations. (The terms 'Closed Category' etc. are from the paper [2] by Eilenberg and Kelly). In particular, the monad itself is a 'closed monad'; this fact was also proved in [4] .
In section 1 and henceforth, Y is a symmetric monoidal closed category; in this setting, the construction of the fundamental transformation k : (Afr\B)T -*• Ai\\(B)T can take place (rh denoting the inner hom-functor of Y, and T an arbitrary ^-endofunctor on Y). Some equations involving k are proved. These are used in sections 2 and 3 for the main construction.
We shall stick to the terminology and notation of [4] , which is the same as the terminology of [2] except that the hom-object of A and B is denoted A<\\B instead of (AB) or hom Y(A, B).
The transformation k
In this section, Y denotes a symmetric monoidal closed category ( [2] , Chapter III), and T a ^-endofunctor (strong endofunctor) on Y, just as in [4] , Section 1. There we constructed certain natural transformations t' and t" associated with T. Essentially the same information will here be contained in the natural transformation:
which we now shall construct by writing down a deduction scheme: 
BT
Here c • on the left of a line indicates 'composing on the left by the symmetry c of the tensorproduct'; n denotes the fundamental connection between rh and ® in a monoidal closed category; and st denotes the T^-functor structure of T. -The meaning of (1.1) for stepwise construction of I should now be immediately understandable. The technique of deduction schemes was introduced by Lambek [5] . Let us denote the fourth arrow of the scheme, i.e. A -* (At\\B)(hB by g\.
(It may be thought of as a generalization of the well-known 'embedding a vector space in its double dual'). We may of course replace the application of n and n~l in this scheme by suitable compositions with the front-and end-adjunctions for the adjointness given by n:
these adjunctions we denote as follows:
in [2] , they are denoted u and /, respectively. They are natural in both variables (in the generalized sense of 'natural' from [1] ). Doing this, we may describe X A<B as the composite
(A<hB)T]
We want to assert that X AiB is "/""-natural in each variable separately. By [2] , Theorem III.7.4, / , c, and ev are f-natural, and the ^-naturality of st follows from [2] , Proposition I1I.7.6. Furthermore g\ may be described as the composite
So the whole composite (1.2) is made up as a composition of combinations of "^-natural transformations with ^-functors. The T^-naturality of (1.2) then follows from the Propositions III. To connect the results of this paper with those of [4] , and in order to use the results from [4] , we next establish the connection between A and the t', t" of Section 1 in [4] . LEMMA [4] , the following diagrams commute
With t', t" as in
PROOF. Since /' is defined in terms of / " and c, it suffices to prove the second commutativity. We have by definition of t" and naturality of st the commutative diagram (1.4) and by the formula (1.3), (1.4) expresses
Applying n~l, c-, to the two sides of (1.5) gives the two legs of the right hand diagram of the Lemma, as is easily seen. The following is a main lemma. 
4-
BfcCT [4] (AchB) ® A to CTby using the fundamental adjointness n. The translation of X • L is the counterclockwise composite in
(The reader will easily fill in the associativity isomorphisms for ®.) In this diagram, the top figure commutes by naturality of?'; commutativity of the left square is obvious; for the right square, use Lemma 1.2. Finally, the bottom figure commutes by Lemma 1.3 of [4] (the triangle in the bottom figure is just the definition ofM).
On the other hand, let us translate the composite LT-X • \chk of (1.6). It is the counterclockwise composite in 
> CT
(The reader will here have to fill in some object names.) In this diagram, the top commutes by the fundamental Proposition 1.5 of [4] ; the squares marked (1) commute by naturality of t'. The squares marked (2) commute by Lemma 1.2. The square (3) commutes by naturality of ev. Finally, the right hand column may be rewritten (1 ® ev)T • (ev)T, using exactly the same argument as for the bottom figure of (1.7). Doing this, the clockwise composite of (1.8) becomes the same as the clockwise composite of (1.7). This proves the lemma.
In analogy with Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 of [4] we have the following two lemmas: PROOF. Consider the description (1.2) of A (and the similar description of a). Then one easily gets the desired commutativity, using ordinary naturality of/, ordinary and extraordinary naturality of ev, and ^-naturality of a.
With notation as in this lemma we have LEMMA 1.5. The transformation associated to T • S is the composite
PROOF. This is an easy consequence of the corresponding Lemma 1.2 in [4] for t', s', using the connection given in Lemma 1.2 here between X and t' (and between a and s').
As an immediate corollary of Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 we have From this the lemma follows.
The closed category of algebras
We now come to the main construction. We have to make an assumption on the symmetric monoidal closed category i r , namely that its underlying category V o has equalizers. The 'underlying' functor V from ^0 to the category of sets preserves equalizers, since it is representable. We shall assume that we have for each pair of mappings X^. Y a chosen equalizer e i>g which by Fis sent to the 9 chosen equalizer of/F, gVin the category of sets, (the chosen equalizers here being the appropriate inclusion mappings). This last assumption is a weak one.
We consider in the following a T^-monad T on "f~, i.e. a triple (T, t], n) where T: ~f~ -* "K is a ^-functor (as considered in the preceding section), and where r\ and \i are "^"-transformations satisfying the usual equations
nT-^=Tpi-n.
We shall furthermore assume that the monad is commutative in the following sense: DEFINITION (This notion of commutativity can be shown to be the same as that of the previous paper [4] . ) We shall now construct a closed category 'V = Y^ (generalizing the construction of [6] ). By definition [2] , this involves giving seven data; as a main rule, the data to be constructed have the same notation as the seven data for "f", except that we now put an upperbar.
A T^-monad T on "T is called commutative if the following diagram commutes
(i) We must give the underlying category ^" 0 ; it is just taken to be o> i.e. the category constructed by Eilenberg and Moore in [3] for an ordinary monad T on the ordinary category ^0 . ('The category of algebras for T"). It has as its objects pairs (^4, a), where A is an object of T^~o an< i a (the structure') is a morphism
(Such a n / w e shall call a homomorphism.) The category T^"J comes equipped with a functor £/: T^" o -• T^o given by (^4, a)
(ii) Let F denote the functor {SP being the category of sets, V being part (ii) of the data of i r ). For the remaining data (iii)-(vii), the existence of the postulated factorizations over the relevant equalizer e is postponed till all the data is given. (in the bottom left corner, the middle rh indicates that AihB and A<hC are considered together with their structures <a, b} and <a, c> respectively (where C = ( C , C ) ) . This is the data for the closed category "t rT . We now come to the verifications. First, we have to show that the defining expressions for the morphisms <a, b}, a<+>)5, IA,JA> Li c express morphisms that actually factor through the relevant c; since e is an equalizer, this means verifying an equation.
For <a, by, we must show that eT • X • Ithb equalizes arhl and st • itUb. We shall write down a string of equations giving the result; the equality signs carry explanations: a X on top of the equality sign means: 'by naturality of X.' An 'st' means 'by naturality of st', and an e means: by the equalizing property of e. A number, e.g. (2.3), refers to the equation of that number. A * means 'Will be explained after the equation'. We then have
Here * is the assumption (2.2) on commutativity of the monad. This proves the desired equation, and thus the existence of <a, b}. Note that only b was really used in defining the structure <a, b}; this is an abstract version of the fact that to define the abelian group structure on the set of homomorphisms from an abelian group A to an abelian group B, only the group structure of B enters. The reader may exemplify the whole construction in this chapter by taking "T to be the category of sets, T to be the free-afte/zan-group monad (which is commutative). - and the fact that e is a monomorphism. We have here extended the conventions for the preceding string of equations to comprise: a 'Z>' means 'follows from the definitions', r\ (or /x) means by naturality of r\ (or \i), and a number 1.6 without bracket refers to the Lemma with that number. -The other equation of (2.3) for <a, by follows from
The verification required for defining arhjS (where a and /? are homomorphisms) is very easy and left to the reader. But we also have to verify that a rh/J is a homomorphism. This follows from <a, by • arh/? • e = (a,by-earh/? = eT-/
the equality sign * because /? is a homomorphism. We want to know that i A is a homomorphism and is invertible. We claim that From this Jt • i = 1 follows. We shall prove now that A: is a homomorphism (then automatically, i will be so). We have
Clearly k (and therefore i) is natural in A (with respect to homomorphisms). We next turn to;; the existence of a; making (2.4) commutative follows from the equations
where the equality sign * is by commutativity of the monad, and 'VF 1' means 'VF 1 for the functor T. The fact that j is a homomorphism follows from the equations
To check that; is natural with respect to homomorphisms is straightforward from the naturality of j and omitted. Finally, we turn to the existence of a diagram (2.5). We first prove the existence of the arrow L' in that diagram; for this purpose, we use the fact that 1 rhe in that diagram is an equalizer of lrh(st • lrhc) and lrh(arhl) (Xi\\-: T^o ~* ' o P re " serves equalizers since it has an adjoint -<g) X). We have We have for the left hand side
LT-((a, by, {a, c » -e -l r h e = LT • eT • X-lrh<a, c> • lrhe
which is just the right hand side of (2.7). The proof that L is natural with respect to homomorphisms follows from the fact that e is a monoraorphism and natural with respect to homomorphisms, and from L's naturality. We omit the details. The left hand side here is Axiom CC2 says that 417 should commute. This follows if we can prove
The left hand side is
which is just the right hand side of the desired equation; the equality sign marked * is by ^-naturality of A in the second variable (Theorem 1.1); the equality sign marked CC2 is by Axiom CC2 for "T. Axiom CC3 expresses associativity of the 'composition' L:
The commutativity of this diagram follows if we can prove
The left hand side is I -l r h L -e -l r h e -lrh(lrhe) = L-e-lrhL-lrhe • lrh(lrhe) Applying V to the right hand side of this equation gives a composite set mapping whose five constituents treat 1^ as follows 
The closed adjointness of the functors

Associated to the Eilenberg-Moore construction f J there is a pair of adjoint functors FH U (with F • U = T):
given on objects by XF = (XT, n x ) and (A, a)U = A (V" and T = T, tj, \i as in the preceding section). We shall show that F and U can be equipped with closedfunctor structure (with respect to the closed-category-structure given on 'f* and the one constructed in the previous section on i /~T ). Then the front-and endadjunctions for the adjointness F-\ U will turn out to be closed transformations.
We first consider F. To make it a closed functor, we need a natural transformation We define F AB (strictly F AB U) by (3. 3)
(t defined in (2.2)). To verify this factorization, we have to prove
the equality sign marked * by ^-naturality of/i. This shows that (3.3) makes sense. We have to verify that F thus defined is a homomorphism. We have to prove
responding CF3-diagram for T (remove the upperbars in (3.5) and replace F by T, P by t). We state this formally as LEMMA 3.2. The f AB defined in (2.2) satisfies Axiom CF3 for T, f.
PROOF. Using the lower composite in (2.2) to define t, this amounts to proving
We have
The equality signs marked *, **, and *** by "^-naturality of A, st, and of \i, respectively. This proves the lemma. Note that commutativity of the monad was not used, in fact, / ^ /Tand T = A • st • 1 rh/i makes Tinto a closed functor without assuming commutativity of the monad. We now turn to the proof of commutativity of (3.5). We have
Since (L)F = (L)rand e • 1 <\\e is a monomorphism, the result follows. This proves the proposition.
Next we make U into a closed functor. We need a natural transformation
we take simply e for A, B. Also, we need a morphism U 0 :I-+IU = IT; here we take n t . PROOF. According to Theorem 1.3.1 of [2] we can compose closed functors and transformations. In particular T = F • U has a composed closed structure which easily is seen to be the one given in the statement; and r\ and \i = FeU are closed transformations, since r\ and e are, as we just proved.
We state without proof PROPOSITION 3.6. A monad is commutative in the sense defined here if and only if it is commutative in the sense of the previous paper [4] . In that case, the closedmonad structure given to T here is the same as the closed monad structure given in [4] .
